Jeff Cason: Another Trump Backer, Backed by Billionaires
Cason will push the same divisive, obstructive, Trump-inspired agenda
Jeff Cason is following the example set by his failed predecessor, the notoriously
divisive Jonathan Stickland. Cason is putting promotion of extreme & divisive ideology,
allegiance to out-of-town billionaires, and devotion to Donald Trump ahead of any
real-life concerns of Mid-Cities families.
Cason’s divisive platform is bankrolled by the same extremist special interest groups
and out-of-town billionaires who have disrupted and undermined the constructive efforts
of fair-minded people in both parties for years. In return, Cason has pledged allegiance
to their harmful agenda. Here’s how Cason will keep dividing Texans against each other
while hurting families in House District 92:
● Dismantling Affordable Healthcare: Cason has embraced the Trump agenda
that works to dismantle access to healthcare. He backs the efforts of Trump and
deep-pocket special interests to repeal of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) that
takes away coverage for pre-existing conditions, access to quality, affordable
healthcare, and prescription drugs. Cason wants to block the expansion of
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healthcare for over 1 million Texans.
● Tax increases: As a member of the Bedford City Council, Jeff Cason voted twice
for rate increases on city taxpayers. In the State House, Cason has pledged to
support a massive statewide consumption tax on Texans that budget experts
project would impose a 25% sales tax on everything from clothes to basic
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household items.
●

Off-the-edge supporters: Jeff Cason has blind loyalty to the anti-vaccine front
group, Texans for Vaccine Choice, whose anti-vaccine policies have put children,
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teachers and families in the Mid-Cities at risk.

● Attacks on Public Schools: Jeff Cason has also staked out positions that will
cripple our public schools. Cason has taken vast amounts of campaign cash from
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Empower Texans and political forces that are trying to divert money from our
public schools and use that money to fund private school vouchers. This shift
would take millions of dollars away from local neighborhood public schools and
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give it to unaccountable private schools.
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